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1. Master Degree Application 

① Login Degree System: Login Graduate Management and Service System through this 

URL: http://ss.graduate.bnu.edu.cn. The username is your student number, and the initial 

password is your date of birth, e.g., 19920101. You should pay special attention to the 

information of Degree Application Process and Download of Commonly Used Materials under 

the item My Application and Download, the sub-item of Graduate Degree. 

Special Note: Thesis format, cover page and other relevant materials can be inquired from 

the button Download of Commonly Used Materials (See More). 

 

② Check Student Status Information: Carefully check personal information under the 

item Student Information, the sub-item of Student Status Information, to prepare for degree and 

graduation certificate post-production. International students should know that the order of 

their names on the certificates is the same as that of Student Status Information. If there is any 

mistake, please go to the Cultivation Office (Main Building A209) to correct the information. It 

cannot be modified once entering the degree application process. 

http://ss.graduate.bnu.edu.cn/
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③ Submit Degree Application: Applicants whose tuition fees have been paid up, whose 

grades have been approved, and whose thesis has been basically finished may submit their 

degree application with the consent of their supervisors. Click Degree Application Submission 

button to fill in, save, and submit your degree information. 

Special note: Degree application is not finished until you click Submit button. 

Common situations that affect the timely submission of degree application include: the 

tuition is unpaid, the scientific and moral knowledge test is failed, credits are not enough, or 

only click Save button without clicking Submit button. You should confirm in advance to 

eliminate the above problems, in case you cannot defense on time. 
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④ Record Scientific Achievements: Login Degree System and click Record Scientific 

Achievements button to fill in, save, and submit the information of published papers during the 

academic years. The publication of academic papers should be subject to the regulations of 

relevant branches of Academic Degree Evaluation Committee. 
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2. Master Degree Thesis 

Master degree thesis should be written in accordance with the basic requirements and 

writing format of the discipline. As for the type setting of the thesis, you could refer to Rules 

for Degree Thesis Writing of Beijing Normal University. Double-sided printing is required. 

Rules for Degree Thesis Writing of Beijing Normal University can be found in the Download of 

Commonly Used Materials button. 
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3. Thesis Detection 

Login Degree System and click Thesis Detection button to fill in and upload your thesis. 

As for specific requirements for thesis detection, you could refer to Notice on the Thesis 

Detection of Graduate which can be found in the Download of Commonly Used Materials 

button. 

Special Note: ① You had better upload files with the name extension DOCX, so that the 

footnotes, endnotes and other information can be accurately identified. They may not be 

identified in PDF files. ② The uploaded version should contain title, abstract in both Chinese 

and English, key words, contents, body part and references. Original statement, appendices and 

acknowledgements need not to be uploaded. You should be sure to note references and 

citations, especially those from your published papers. ③ Each thesis can be detected once 

only. Before submitting, please make sure the thesis has been normatively typesetted and is in 

correct version. 
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4. Thesis Review 

① Submit Thesis for Review: After thesis detection, please send Approval Form for 

Thesis Review (to be filled in the system and printed), Detection Report (concise version, 

download from the system) and degree thesis to your supervisor for review. After being 

approved and signed consent on the Approval Form for Thesis Review by the supervisor, you 

should login Degree System and click Thesis Review button to submit thesis for review (PDF 

file only). 

② Anonymize Supervisor’s Name: All names of the supervisor in the thesis should be 

replaced with “Supervisor”. To help the evaluation experts understand the author’s academic 

level, published papers and award-winning experience should be reserved in the electronic 

version of the thesis. Names of the supervisor should be anonymized. 

③ Review Feedback: (1) If all reviewers agree you to attend the defense or defense after 

being simply modified, you should modify the thesis according to the suggestions of the 
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reviewers under the guidance of your supervisor. With the approval of your supervisor, you are 

allowed to defend your thesis. 

(2) If some of the review feedback is defense after making major modifications, you 

should carefully modify the thesis according to the suggestions of the reviewers under the 

guidance of your supervisor. With the approval of your supervisor, the thesis should be 

reviewed again by experts. If they agree you to attend the defense or defense after being simply 

modified, you are allowed to defend your thesis with the approval of your supervisor. If the 

review feedback is defense after making major modifications or disagreement, the degree 

application should be terminated. 

(3) If any of the review feedback is disagreement, the degree application should be 

stopped. 

Special Note: If both review feedback are defense after making major modifications, the 

thesis should be sent to two experts for reassessment. The preliminary evaluation and 

reassessment should be completed within a batch. 
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5. Preparation of Materials 

Receive Materials from the Institute: ① cover page; ② cover for degree approval 

materials (one copy each of the science and technology archives, personnel archives and 

institutional archives); ③ Graduate Registration Form (double certificates students, with 

signature and official seal); ④ Transcript (the electronic version should be verified in the 

system before thesis defense, and the paper version will be issued by the Cultivation Office); 

⑤ Graduation and Degree Approval Form.  
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Download from the Degree System and print on both sides on A4 papers: ① Graduate 

Registration Form (in triplicate, download from the item Student Information, the sub-item of 

Student Status Information); ② Scientific Achievements Form (in triplicate); ③ concise 

version of Result of Thesis Detection (you can print the first page if it is more than two pages); 

④ Approval Form for Thesis Review (1 copy); ⑤ Thesis Evaluation Form (in triplicate); ⑥ 

Application Form for Thesis Defense (in triplicate); ⑦ Record Form for Thesis Defense (in 

triplicate); ⑧Resolution of Branches/Review Group (in triplicate). 

Please organize materials according to the following principles: materials should be 

complete and kept in order; forms are clear and available for archiving; signatures should be 

complete; the Evaluation of Supervisor should not be blank; the signature of your supervisor 

should be signed in person (signature seal or electronic signature are invalid); student status 

information of all materials should be in accordance with the title of the thesis.  

6. Thesis Defense 

Submit Application for Thesis Defense: After you are preliminarily examined by the 

Institute and your supervisor and your degree thesis is reviewed, you should login the Degree 

System to submit application for thesis defense. Also, you need to fill in, save, and submit 

relevant information, and then download Application Form for Thesis Defense. 

Verification of Defense Materials: The applicant should submit written application 

materials (including science and technology archives, personnel archives and institutional 

archives) to the Institute for verification. 

During the defense, you should report the review feedback and modification of the thesis 

to the experts, and offer Approval Form for Thesis Review and Thesis Evaluation Form (these 

two forms can be copied) to each expert for reference. 
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7. Thesis Modification 

You should revise your thesis according to the review feedback and the opinion of the 

defense experts, and improve the quality of your degree thesis. If the thesis is identified to 

make major modifications, great importance should be attached to the revision. You should 
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revise meticulously according to the opinion of the experts of relevant branches of Academic 

Degree Evaluation Committee or experts in professional degree evaluation. 

After the defense, the applicant should carefully revise the thesis according to the experts’ 

opinions. In principle, the title of the thesis should not be changed. 

Special note: The revision of the title must be finished before being submitted to relevant 

branches of Academic Degree Evaluation Committee. Please ensure the correctness of the title 

in the Degree System. It cannot be modified after vote. 

8. Thesis Submission 

After the thesis is finalized, please login the Degree System and upload your thesis. 

Meanwhile, login the Beijing Normal University Library website and submit the electronic 

version of your thesis again to the Degree Thesis Submission System. The electronic version 

should be in consistent with the printed version. The printed version should be submitted to the 

Institute for filing. Library telephone: 58809922. 
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9. Photos for Certificates 

Photos taken by China Image Group are used for certificates. The University will organize 

students to take photos only once a year, during the middle of April. Please refer to the notice 

on the website of Provost’s Office and Academic Affairs for details. Those who go to China 

Image Group themselves should send both the electronic version and the printed version to the 

teacher of the Teaching Affairs of the Institute before thesis defense, or certificates will not be 

made and online degree certification will not be finished. 

 

Appendix: Frequently Asked Questions About Master 

Degree Awarding 

I Master Degree Application 

1.If I miss the time of master degree application, can I get degree certificate and 

graduation certificate this semester? 

Answer: The submission of master degree application is the premise of thesis review and 

defense. If you miss the time of master degree application, you cannot attend thesis defense, or 

even get degree certificate or graduation certificate. Therefore, you must submit degree 

application within the specified time to avoid being unable to defense on time. 

II Thesis Detection 

2.What should be included in the thesis for academic misconduct detection? 

Answer: Cover page, abstract in both Chinese and English, key words, contents, body part 

and references. 

3.If the thesis has been included in monographs and published, or some part of the 

thesis has been published, will the result of thesis detection be affected? 
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Answer: Yes. The overall repetition rate of those who have published many papers is 

much higher than others. While it will be much lower if you refer to the result of “Removing 

My Published Papers”. If the repetition rate is higher than the specified, you should first ask 

your supervisor to check the result of thesis detection. If it is really the original papers you 

have published, please ask your supervisor to write a description about the condition. 

4.If I check the thesis on the Internet in advance, will the final result of thesis 

detection be affected? 

Answer: It may lead to an excessive repetition rate, and you are at the risk of being 

identified to be academic misconduct. So, do not check the thesis in advance. 

5.Does English thesis need to be detected? 

Answer: Yes. 

III Thesis Review 

6.How to know whether the reviewed thesis has passed or not? 

Answer: There are four kinds of review feedback: agree to attend the defense, defense 

after being simply modified, defense after making major modifications, and disagree to attend 

the defense. 

If all the review feedback is “agree to attend the defense” or “defense after being simply 

modified”, it means the thesis has passed. If any of the review feedback is disagreement, the 

degree application should be stopped. If any of the review feedback is defense after making 

major modifications, the thesis should be sent to two experts (the original or new ones) for 

reassessment. If the reviewers agree you to attend the defense or defense after being simply 

modified, that means your thesis has passed. If the review feedback is defense after making 

major modifications or disagreement, the degree application should be terminated. The 

reassessment should be completed within a batch. 

IV Thesis Defense 

7.What is the academic title of basis-research personnel? Are they qualified to be 
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members of defense committee? 

Answer: The academic title of basic-research personnel from middle school affiliated to 

Beijing Normal University is of a senior professional post. They are qualified to be a member 

of defense committee. 

8.Which titles are considered as senior professional ones? 

Answer: Corresponding table of professional and technical titles can be found from the 

button Download of Commonly Used Materials. 

9.On the Statement of Thesis Defense, is it acceptable to choose “Passed. Grant 

graduation and award master degree.” in the Resolution of the Defense section while 

choose “Poor” in the Overall Evaluation of Degree Thesis section? 

Answer: There is no corresponding relationship between the overall evaluation of thesis 

and the resolution of the defense. Weather the defense is passed or not mainly depends on the 

resolution. While thesis with poor evaluation should not be passed. If the mentioned situation 

occurs, please contact the chairman of the defense committee to verify the truthfulness of 

information. 

10.Among the three experts in the defense committee, if two agree and one disagrees, 

can I pass the thesis defense? 

Answer: No. All of them should agree. 

11.What should I do if I have to change the title of the thesis? 

Answer: Those who need to change the topic of the thesis after dissertation proposal and 

mid-term examination must conduct another dissertation proposal. If the experts of the defense 

committee propose to change the title, you can slightly modify a few words of it, and the object 

and method of study should not be changed. When the experts of relevant branches of 

Academic Degree Evaluation Committee or experts in professional degree evaluation vote, 

new title must be used. So, please ensure the correctness of the title in the Degree System. 

Materials before the thesis defense need not to be changed. The applicant should write a 
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detailed revision statement, and send it to the teacher of the Teaching Affairs of the Institute for 

filing after being signed by the supervisor. 

V Graduation 

12.What conditions are required to apply for undergraduate degree, 

course-completion certificate and graduation certificate? 

Answer: You can apply for undergraduate degree after studying for one academic year and 

finishing the procedures of terminating the study. You can apply for course-completion 

certificate after finishing thesis review. And you can apply for graduation certificate after thesis 

defense. 

13.How to process degree certification? 

Answer: Students graduate after 2000 can finish graduation certificate certification 

through this URL: https://www.chsi.com.cn/ and finish degree certification through 

http://www.cdgdc.edu.cn/. If school-level certification is needed, please contact Archives at 

58807881. 

14.What is the order of international students’ names on their certificates? 

Answer: International students should know that the order of their names on the 

certificates is the same as that of Student Status Information. If you need to change the order, 

please go to the Cultivation Office (Main Building A209) to correct the information. It cannot 

be modified once entering the degree application process. 

15.How to apply for English copies of degree certificate and graduation certificate? 

Answer: English copies of international academic masters’ certificates will be issued by 

the Office of Teaching Quality Assessment. If you need translated certificates, please contact 

Archives at 58807881 for paid service. 

16.How to fill in degree category and subject area on the cover page of professional 

degree thesis? 

Answer: You should fill in according to your student status information. Degree category 

https://www.chsi.com.cn/
http://www.cdgdc.edu.cn/
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should be filled in with the name of corresponding first-level discipline, and subject area with 

the name of corresponding major. For example, “Degree Category: Master of Education”, 

“Subject Area: Subject Teaching (Chinese)”. Fill in the name of degree category twice if there 

is no subject area. For example, “Degree Category: Master of Teaching Chinese to Speakers of 

Other Languages”, “Subject Area: Master of Teaching Chinese to Speakers of Other 

Languages”. 

17.If I miss the photo-taking organized by the University, how can I get my photos 

for certificates? 

Answer: You should go to China Image Group yourself and send both the electronic 

version and the printed version to the teacher of the Teaching Affairs of the Institute before 

thesis defense, or certificates will not be made. 

18.Is there a complaints mechanism regarding the resolution of the defense and that 

of the relevant branches of Academic Degree Evaluation Committee? 

Answer: If the defense process conforms to the Master Degree Awarding Rules, the Office 

of Teaching Quality Assessment will not accept complaints about academic judgement of 

experts. The same goes for the relevant branches of Academic Degree Evaluation Committee. 

19.Can the final version of degree thesis be printed in color? 

Answer: If necessary, some charts can be printed in color, while please pay attention to the 

thickness of the paper. 

20.If I fail to submit the electronic version of my thesis to the Degree Thesis 

Submission System, what should I do? 

Answer: Please contact Mr. Fang in the Library at 58809922. 

21.What does the final electronic version of degree thesis contain? Must the 

Authorization Form of the Thesis be signed? 

Answer: The contents and sequence are as follows: electronic cover page, original 

statement and authorization form of the thesis, abstract in both Chinese and English, key words, 
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contents, body part, references and acknowledgements. Please upload all the above contents in 

one PDF file. Signatures are not required in the electronic version of the thesis. 

22.If I fail in the thesis defense, do I need to go through all procedures when I apply 

for master degree again? 

Answer: No matter which step is terminated in the first application process, those who 

apply for master degree for the second time have to redo a series of work such as thesis 

detection, thesis review, thesis defense and so on (except those who are delayed in 

degree-award because they have not published their academic papers). 


